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Name:_____________________________________________

Scrambled Sentences
Re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order with punctuation.

1. than I am five years older my brother is

2. playful my new puppy is very

3. with you do not forget to bring your keys

4. be moving in the summertime we will

5. the dog out for a walk will you please take

6. any time to meet i do not have with you today

7. water bottle bring your remember to

8. have to do for what do you your allowance

9. are ready to leave let me know when you

10. did your phone plan cost how much
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Scrambled Sentences
Re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order with punctuation.

1. than I am five years older my brother is

My brother is five years older than I am.

2. playful my new puppy is very

My new puppy is very playful.

3. with you do not forget to bring your keys

Do not forget to bring your keys with you.

4. be moving in the summertime we will

We will be moving in the summertime.

5. the dog out for a walk will you please take

Will you please take the dog out for a walk?

6. any time to meet i do not have with you today

I do not have any time to meet with you today.

7. water bottle bring your remember to

Remember to bring your water bottle.

8. have to do for what do you your allowance

What do you have to do for your allowance?

9. are ready to leave let me know when you

Let me know when you are ready to leave.

10. did your phone plan cost how much

How much did your phone plan cost?
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